UPCOMING
VIRTUAL OPEN MIC
WITH LOCAL SCHOOLS
AND ORGANIZATIONS
ON NOV 21 (TIME
SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
ASB MASKS COMING
OUT
AMONG US
TOURNAMENT (NOV 1213/16-17)
ZOOM OPEN HOURS
FUN KAHOOT EVENT
(NOV 16)
SHORT VLOGS AND
TUTORIALS ON THE ASB
SOCIAL MEDIA PAGES
KRISPY KREME
FUNDRAISER(ENDS NOV
13)

NOVEMBER
OCTOBER RECAP

After a full month of adapting to the new virtual learning
experience, students are starting to participate more and more
in class bonding events.
Although an in person spirit week could not be easily emulated,
the virtual spirit week committee organized a "Viking Week"
with different fun activities everyday throughout the week. One
of the most popular events that all classes have widely engaged
in was the "Paly Search" in which QR codes were randomly
located the city of Palo Alto, and students could go search for
the QR codes in order to increase their chances of winning a
raffle. This event not only allowed for friendly competitions
between Paly students, but also encouraged them to get outside
and explore the city.
Another event that was hosted in October was the ASB
Fishbowl. This event was unexpectedly joined by many staff
members, including the Paly principal Mr. Kline. In the event,
many interesting ideas were brought up and executed such as
the "Zoom Open Hours" and the "Cohorts on Campus" both of
which students can freely socialize despite the lack of
interaction in class.
Lastly, different themed contests were hosted, and students
from different classes were allowed to share their creativity
through a virtual and safe environment. For example, towards
the beginning of October, a mask decorating competition was
hosted, and throughout the week of Halloween, a Halloween
costume contest was hosted.

ASB CHECK-IN
TRANSPARENCY REGARDING REOPENING

CONTACT US
palyasb.com

Q&A's for students that are confused about
the possible proposals
Consider the student body's preferences

Yubin Zhang - ASB Secretary
Email: yubinzhang676@gmail.com

Constantly update the student body with new
information or plans

Greer Stone - Student Activities Director
Email: gstone@pausd.org

FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION, CHECK OUT THE OFFICIAL ASB
MINUTES AND CALENDAR AT PALYASB.COM

